OptixSCAN User’s Guide

“OptixSCAN for PLOT” User’s Guide
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to OptixSCAN for PLOT, OptixEQ’s new search-and-sort application that allows users
to isolate races that offer excellent wagering opportunities throughout the day. OptixSCAN for
PLOT is free with any OptixPLOT or OptixPLOT/OptixNOTES subscription. OptixSCAN for
PLOT will:
 reduce handicapping time by quickly identifying chaotic, contentious, and paceless races.
 allow users to customize search/sort criteria across the entire list of OptixEQ tracks.
 allow players to launch each OptixPLOT directly from the OptixSCAN page.
As you will see, OptixSCAN is an innovative way to “scan” an entire day’s worth of tracks in
order to find races that fit your chosen handicapping criteria.
LAUNCHING OPTIXSCAN

OptixSCAN can be launched from the OptixSELECTOR screen. Simply choose a track that is
currently running and then select the date you would like to view. Once you’ve done that, click
on the OptixSCAN button to launch the OptixSCAN for PLOT interface.
OPTIXSCAN: SORTING AND FILTERING
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As you can see from the partial screenshot above, OptixSCAN for PLOT will launch an interface
that showcases races from the selected date that fit our OptixSCAN criteria based on parameters
that we’ve established to highlight potentially playable races.
When OptixSCAN for PLOT is first launched, the races are listed alphabetically by track,
so you can quickly scan each track to see what kind of opportunities are available for that day’s
races. However, the OptixSCAN for PLOT interface is fully sortable and filterable so you can
manipulate the data according to your own specifications. For example, if you just want to look
at races from Belmont Park, you can click on the drop-down menu above “track” and select
“BEL” like in the example below:

Filtering
Most of the categories can be filtered by either clicking on the drop-down menus or by entering
filter information (e.g., < 3) in the boxes above certain columns. Note that you will see numbers
to the right of the “Contention” and “PlotFit” icons. Those numbers will allow you to easily filter
certain pace scenarios or interpretable plots. For “Contention,” the numbers correspond to:
 1-3: “snowflake” icon, indicating a less contentious pace, with “1” being the least
contentious of the three “snowflake” designations.
 4: “sun” icon, indicating a somewhat contentious pace.
 5-6: “flame” icon, indicating a very contentious pace, with “6” being the most
contentious pace of the two “flame” designations.
For PlotFit, the numbers to the right of the icon correspond to:
 1-3: Red: indicates a “below-average” (i.e. a less interpretable or chaotic) fit, with
“1” being the least interpretable of the three “red” icons.
 4: Yellow: indicates an “average” fit.
 5: Light Green: indicates a “very good” fit.
 6: Dark Green: indicates an “excellent” (i.e., a highly interpretable) fit.
You can also filter by using the “SpdRate” column, looking for races that will have a fast, slow,
or average pace, with “050” or above indicating a faster-than-average pace.
If you want to learn more about filtering the individual categories, simply click on the
“Filter Help” button. If you’d like to clear your filters, simply click the “ClearFilters” button.
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Sorting
In addition to being able to filter the information, you can also easily sort the data based on
individual categories like “Contention” or “PlotFit,” etc.
Here is what a “Contention” sort looks like for Belmont Park:

In this example above, the races are sorted from “less contentious” to “most contentious” pace.
Now let’s look at a Belmont sort based on PlotFit below:

In this example, the Belmont races are sorted from the “least interpretable” (or chaotic) PlotFit to
the “most interpretable” (or formful) PlotFit.
Also note that if you double-click on any particular race, a new tab will open up the
OptixPLOT for that particular race, so you can handicap the race in-depth, launching the
OptixPLOT directly from the OptixSCAN for PLOT page.
Now that you know how to sort and filter, let’s look more closely at each of the fields in
the OptixSCAN for PLOT interface.
OPTIXSCAN CATEGORIES
Most of the OptixSCAN categories are pretty self-explanatory, especially if you’re familiar with
the OptixPLOT interface—but there are some new fields that have been introduced to the
OptixSCAN for PLOT page.
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Track: lists all of the tracks available for that day’s racing date.



RaceDate: the date of the races launched from the OptixSELECTOR screen.



Race: the number of the race.



TrackPost: the listed post-time for each race. Note that the time is listed in the track’s
time zone. For example, BEL post times are Eastern while LRC are Pacific, etc.



Surf: the surface of the race (i.e., dirt, turf, all-weather, etc.).



Rclass: the class level of the race (i.e., maiden, allowance, claiming, stakes, etc.).



Purse: the purse of the race.



DistF: the distance of the race (in furlongs).



DistCat: the type of distance of the race (i.e., Route, Sprint, etc.).



Contention: the contention of the race based on the OptixPLOT designation:



PlotFit: the PlotFit of the race based on the OptixPLOT designation:
 Dark Green: indicates an “excellent” fit.
 Light Green: indicates a “very good” fit.
 Yellow: indicates an “average” fit.
 Red: indicates a “below-average” fit.



SpdRate: the Speed Rating of the race based on the OptixPLOT designation:



Par: a plus or minus designation based upon the “Par Line” of the OptixPLOT. If you
hover over the +/-, you will see how “fast” or “slow” this designation is.
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Qchg: indicates how much the OptixPLOT will change when you switch from
“Standard PLOT” to “Surface/Distance PLOT”:
 “N” means that less than 1/3 of the field changes quadrants when you
switch from Standard to Surface/Distance.
 “Y” means that more than 1/3 of the field changes quadrants when you
switch from Standard to Surface/Distance.



Diamond: this indicates the number of horses that “fall” off the OptixPLOT when it is
switched from “Standard PLOT” to “Surface/Distance PLOT”:
 “OK” means that 2 or less of the horses fall off the PLOT when
switching from Standard to Surface/Distance. Note that the number of
horses that fall off the plot is listed just before the “OK” symbol.
 “?” means that 3 or more of the horses fall off the PLOT when
switching from Standard to Surface/Distance. Note that the number of
horses that fall off the plot is listed just before the “?” symbol. The
more horses that fall off the plot, the less interpretable the race
becomes.

APPLYING OPTIXSCAN FOR PLOT
As mentioned, OptixSCAN for PLOT is fully sortable and filterable, allowing players many
ways to view the data. If you’re looking for races that are highly interpretable, you can sort via
“PlotFit,” looking for the dark-green icon. If you’re more interested in finding races that have a
contentious and/or a fast pace, looking for a possible pace meltdown, you can sort using the
“Contention” or “SpdRate” columns. The same sort applies for races that will have a less
contentious and/or a slow pace.
Sorting for Reliable or Chaotic Plots
The best way to sort for reliable plots is to use the PlotFit field.

In this partial screenshot above, you can see that we have sorted the races based on best
“PlotFit,” indicated by a dark-green icon. These races have the most interpretable plots based on
the way the horses have lined up along the white-diagonal line on the OptixPLOT screen.
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To dig a little deeper and find the most reliable races, look for races where the “Qchg” is
“N,” meaning that none (or hardly any) of the horses change quadrants when switching from
Standard PLOT to Surface/Distance PLOT, as well as the “OK” icon in the “Diamond” field,
which lets you know that none (or hardly any) of the horses fall off the plot when switching from
Standard PLOT to Surface/Distance PLOT.
In these types of races, the plots can be considered extremely reliable/interpretable in
terms of the shape and flow of the race.
If you’re looking for races that might offer some chaos (i.e., races to spread in for your
multi-race wagers), you’ll want to look for “red” PlotFits with a “Y” or a “?” icon in the “Qchg”
and “Diamond” fields. These races are often chaotic because several horses might be trying
something new for the first time (i.e., sprint-to-route or dirt-to-turf) or they have yet to establish
a reliable run-style, etc. In other words, these races can be “chaotic” based on the fact that there
are several unknown variables that cannot be accounted for when analyzing the shape and flow
of the race.
Sorting for Pace
Another useful way to view the OptixSCAN for PLOT data is to sort by “Contention” or
“SpdRate.” This is extremely valuable when looking for races that should favor a certain runstyle (i.e., a lone-frontrunner or a deep closer).

In this example above, we’ve sorted all of today’s races using the “Contention” column. If you
view this information along with the “SpdRate” and look for a rating of “050” or higher, you can
isolate races that will have both a contentious and a fast pace, indicating that there is very likely
to be a pace meltdown. Obviously, you also want to make sure that the “PlotFit,” “Qchg,” and
“Diamond” categories are all favorable, strengthening the fact that you are looking at an
interpretable race.
Conversely, you can also look for races that are likely to produce front-running scores,
like in this example below.
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Here you can focus on the “snowflake” icon as well as those races that have a “SpdRate” of less
than “050,” while also paying closest attention to those with a good PlotFit (i.e., a yellow icon, in
this example). In these races, you’ll want to look for horses on the OptixPLOT who are quality
front-runners, since these races are most likely to produce forwardly placed winners.
CONCLUSION
There are so many tracks and races for horseplayers to play every day. It’s extremely timeconsuming having to look at past-performances for dozens of races—let OptixSCAN for PLOT
do the work for you, allowing you to focus in on races that offer the best opportunities. You can
limit your action to races that have the most reliable plots—or you can dig deeper and look for
races that offer the best pace-handicapping opportunities. However you choose to sort the data,
the information is there for you to optimize your handicapping in the most efficient, time-saving
way possible.
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